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 1 Introduction

This document is intended to describe the security-relevant capabilities that Data Center 
Linux (DCL) systems need in order to address customer requirements for certain classes 
of systems.  In particular, we're focused on Linux servers intended to be deployed into 
Data Centers by enterprises.  By this we mean organizations that are large enough to 
have devoted computer rooms, frequently with raised flooring and environmental 
conditioning systems, standby power systems and dedicated operational support staff.

DCL servers may range in size from small appliances, devoted to one purpose or 
application, to multi-rack complex systems with pooled and shared storage, perhaps 
operating in clustered modes to provide high availability for mission critical applications.

 2 Security Objectives
Data Center Linux shares many security objectives with other Linux uses, but also has 
several objectives that are especially important to the enterprise customers who will use 
it.  And, indeed, within the data center there are different profiles of usage.  We have 
identified the following usage profiles as particularly interesting for our analysis of 
desired capabilities, and as the basis of use cases that may help explain how various 
capabilities may be used.

 2.1 Server Usage Profiles

These server usage profiles will be used to distinguish between capabilities that are of 
general use, and those that have particular applicability to certain deployment scenarios. 
In particular, the environmental assumptions surrounding each scenario differ, and so the 
types of security capabilities each requires differ, too.

 2.1.1 Database Server
This is the classic raised-floor, big iron, possibly clustered, server, providing database 
processing resources to applications throughout the organization.  It typically supports 
multiple database instances, possibly from multiple database technologies and vendors. 
Transactional semantics are typical, with different performance tuning parameters used 
as daily processing loads change from on-line transactional to batch update / reporting in 
nature.

Access to such a machine is presumed to be limited to trusted application servers located 
within the same data center, or at least to be isolated from casual access from users and 
developers.  No access from customers, competitors or hostile attackers is expected. 
User accounts on such a machine are limited to those needed by the operations staff and 
database administrators to install and maintain the operating system and databases, 
themselves.  Information Warehouse and decision support center ad-hoc queries are only 
allowed to come through application servers (see 2.1.2, below) so as to make resource 
and performance management possible.  Only privileged users, not necessarily root 
users, but trusted employees and contractors, have login privileges on the machine.  
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All administrative and user actions with respect to the machine are candidates for audit 
capture, analysis and reporting.  Business critical information is held on the machine 
which, if stolen or inadvertently published, could have material effect on the 
organizations financial performance, share price, or public reputation.  Customer privacy-
sensitive information, ranging from financial to health-care in nature, are likely to be 
held on such a server.  Database instance files must be able to be managed by separate 
administrators, on a per-instance basis, so that responsibilities can be separated.  When 
clustered or networked file systems are used, means must be available to assure that disk 
and file space allocated to database instances will be available when required, and 
protected from access or use by other databases in the cluster.

To assure continuity of operations (an important security objective that includes 
defending against denial of service attacks on systems), on-line backups, both 
incremental and full, must be able to be taken of still-open-and-operating database 
instances, when such instances cannot be scheduled to be unavailable to allow “cold” 
backups to be taken.  Transaction journaling of changes, so that backups are 
transactionally consistent, may also be necessary, along with the ability to restore 
databases and roll them forward, possibly transaction-by-transaction, past the point of the 
last available checkpoint, so as to recover from specific corrupting transactions.

Security-relevant characteristics:  relatively few authorized users, need for separation of 
system and database administration roles and permissions, need for accountability of 
system and database administrator actions, need for open-file (hot) backups, need for 
transactionally consistent backups.

 2.1.2 Mid-Tier Application Server
This is the classic mid-tier (in a three-tier architecture), possibly clustered, application 
server, providing processing for applications that generally drive against databases held 
on a Database server (see 2.1.1, above).  One or many different applications may share 
the same server, and each may have its own configuration and administration responsible 
persons.  Keeping applications from getting in each others way, whether through version 
conflicts between shared libraries and resources, crashes, isolation of each others 
configurations and data, etc. is vital to avoid having one poorly written or administered 
application from crashing the entire application service platform.  Separating 
administrative duties among the various application administrators is vital.

Users may access the system directly or through portals (see 2.1.3 Edge / Public Facing 
servers, below).  Though protected by firewalls, application access protocols (SOAP, 
HTTP, RPC, DCE, etc.) may be susceptible to buffer overflow and cross-site scripting 
attacks through the firewall holes that enable access to applications.

The principle asset protected on the application server is the business logic of the 
enterprise, the flow of transactions, the decisions that are made, the reports that are 
created, and the access to information provided.  Loss of service of an application, or 
more severely, several applications through the loss of the server, may have serious 
financial impact on an organization, through the loss of on-line sales, failure to respond 
to requests for information, increased customer, partner, or employee frustration, etc. 
Denial of service is a serious risk.
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Security-relevant characteristics:  relatively many authorized users, but may use 
application-specific user account management, rather than having a separate system user 
account for each user, need for accounting and resource charge-back systems, need to 
isolate application failures to avoid disruption of other applications, and to limit the 
damage broken applications can cause to other applications or the system.

 2.1.3 Edge / Public Facing Server
An edge, or public facing server performs many of the network guardian functions to 
limit methods of attack upon critical business systems.  They'll typically be deployed in 
the data center, and be associated with a Firewall or Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) intended 
to isolate critical systems from pubic attack.  Remote Access servers, modem pools and 
their associated terminal servers, Virtual Private Network (VPN) servers all fall into this 
category, as do public facing DNS, SMTP, and HTTP Proxy Portals.  It is not unusual for 
such systems to demand authentication of requests before allowing access to the 
protected network, either from devices or from users of those devices, and to provide 
audit recordings, resource usage accounting records, and access control policy 
enforcement based on the identity (either network address, user name, or other 
identifying information) associated with the connection.

Because such systems are specifically chartered with providing connection to public, 
untrusted (and presumably hostile) networks, they must be specifically hardened to avoid 
presenting “soft targets” for attack, should take steps to detect attacks and repel them or 
divert them, resist damage to system configurations, administrative settings, programs, 
scripts, operating system files, consumable resources (CPU, Disk, Network, etc.), and 
contain whatever damage a broken application or service can do once it breaks. 
Reasonable denial of service defenses against CPU and memory consumption attacks 
includes the use of cryptographic protocols that place computational requirements on the 
attacker before demanding heavy cryptographic processing by the server, which is 
disadvantaged in possibly having to handle hundreds or thousands of such attacks at 
once.

Correct configuration and administration is vital to the security of these servers, and to 
the security of the systems they protect.  Changes to configurations need to be tracked 
and audited, so that unauthorized (or unintended / accidental) changes can be noted, 
reported, reviewed and, when necessary, reversed.  The ability to detect configuration 
changes and reset them to authorized values may be useful in some circumstances.  The 
ability to notice changes and to trigger event notifications of the change to network 
management and work-flow management processes is vital.

To meet availability requirements, and to support load balancing across heavily used 
servers in this category, a range of hardware, network and software load balancing and 
automated fail-over solutions may be used.  Typically, security-sensitive information 
(account names, security attributes, policies) are not hosted on these machines, but may 
be cached here during run-time when locality of reference makes such caching helpful. 
But in those cases, cache consistency with other servers sharing the load being balanced 
becomes vital, and a significant security concern.
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Security-relevant characteristics:  few or no authorized users beyond network 
administrators to the local services, but many authorized users transiting through the 
server to back-end systems, open to hostile network attacks, need to detect and shut down 
attacks from public network interfaces without letting attacks penetrate further into the 
organization through internal network interfaces, need to control the direction of 
information flows (perhaps allowing data to come into the organization, without allowing 
information or documents to flow to the outside), need to be able to classify connections 
outside the organization as “public”, “private”, or “specific-partner”, may have 
extraordinary cryptography performance requirements, due to potentially large number 
of simultaneous user connections.

 2.1.4 Internal Infrastructure Server
Internal Infrastructure Servers provide essential network services such as time, naming, 
authentication, message forwarding, accounting, audit, software distribution, inventory 
management and service location.  Along with the network routing and connectivity 
infrastructure,  they create the network environment supporting applications and services 
throughout the organization.  Typically, they, or at least critical replicas of such services, 
will be housed and managed in the data center, both to facilitate centralized supervision 
and management of their configurations, and also to facilitate their backup and recovery 
in the event of data corruption.

Services on these servers are typically redundant, synchronizing periodically or upon 
changes as they occur, with their peer services on other servers.  Such synchronization 
traffic may be substantial, depending on configuration and protocol designs.  The 
synchronization traffic itself presents a security challenge, as security-sensitive 
information (passwords, personal information attributes) may be replicated.  Further, the 
risk of an attacker delaying or modifying data in transit must be addressed, as is the risk 
that old, stale information (previously deleted or obsoleted) may be reintroduced into the 
operational environment intentionally or accidentally (as may happen due to the 
restoration of an old backup).

While these systems are generally only used and visible within the organization, and so 
are usually protected by firewalls preventing their access by hostile outside attackers, 
their central role in the effective operation and management of the network makes them 
attractive targets for internal hackers, or for worm/virus-delivered attack programs from 
the outside.  Defense against session hijacking, man-in-the-middle attacks, and attempts 
to reconfigure cached or configuration data should be provided in the selection of 
protocols used and their protections.  Many organizations consider the networks used by 
internal employees for user productivity applications (email, collaboration, file and print 
sharing) to be untrustworthy, because of the incidence of worm and virus mounted 
attacks delivered via email attachments and downloaded documents.

Resource accounting may be a requirement for some of these services, but frequently 
they're operated as utilities by a centralized support staff chartered with keeping them 
running and responsive to the loads placed on them by user workstations.

Security-relevant characteristics:  access to system may be limited to authorized network 
administrators, though there may be several different network service administrators (one 
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for directory, another for authentication, another for audit record collection, another for 
DNS, etc.), may have relatively many different network services  running on a single 
platform needing to assure “fair” resource scheduling and allocation (CPU, memory) to 
avoid starving load-balancing performance, many services performed for anonymous or 
unauthenticated end-users, need to provide audit record capture for the many network 
services being hosted.

 2.1.5 Departmental File / Print / Collaboration Server
These systems, though normally deployed throughout the organization near the work 
groups and departments they generally serve, have begun to appear more often in 
centralized data center environments as the result of server consolidation and Virtual 
Network Computing (VNC) deployments providing user productivity solutions to non-
Windows client machines.  Increasing network bandwidth and reliability has reduced the 
need to place such servers physically near their users, and putting them near professional 
operations staff makes backup and recovery, as well as routine scheduled maintenance, 
more easily handled as they are in the data center.

Because of the large number of concurrent users of such systems (1000 or more file 
system connections are not uncommon), system stability and reliable performance are 
critical operational objectives.  Resource reservations, particularly for disk quotas, are 
common.  The ability to back up user files while they're still open by network connection 
is important, even if most backup operations can be performed over-night when usage is 
less.  It's common for there to be separate network interfaces on such systems dedicated 
to handling backup traffic to dedicated backup servers, and the use of shared storage 
arrays (SANs) is also becoming routine.

Print queue services, when used, require access by end-users (with authority to cancel or 
restart their own jobs) as well as by departmental and centralized administrators (to 
create new queues, modify queue characteristics, and to cancel aberrant jobs.

There is a question as to whether, or when, mandatory access controls for document 
handling, printing and mailing is useful in general practice or not.  Without extending 
controls to workstations where users manipulate the documents, controls will be weak, or 
require the use of network partitioning and gateways to monitor information flows 
(which is labor intensive and intrusive to many business practices).  However, the ability 
to differentiate between internal and external communication (documents and messages), 
to be able to contain departmental or project documents and correspondence is becoming 
increasingly important.  Support for labeled security protections for stored files and 
network connections is a growing need.

 2.2 Organizational Security Policies

[INCOMPLETE]

Data Center Linux servers will need to support a wide range of organizational security 
policies, but there are a few policies that are likely to be universally required to be 
supported.
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● P.AUTHORIZED_USERS – Only those users who have been authorized to access 
information within the system may access the system. <Note – this DOES allow for 
there to be information publicly available to unauthenticated users, in which case 
those anonymous users DO have authorization to access THAT information.>

● P.NEED_TO_KNOW – The system must limit the access to, modification of, and 
destruction of the information in protected resources to those authorized users which 
have a “need to know” for that information.

● P.ACCOUNTABILITY_USER – The users of the system shall be held accountable for 
their actions within the system.  <Note – this implies that anonymous, or 
unauthenticated users, must have access ONLY to read publicly available information, 
and not to modify or destroy information, or otherwise consume resources, for which 
they cannot be held accountable. >

● P.ACCOUNTABILITY_ADMIN – The administrators of the system shall be held 
accountable for their administration and configuration actions within the system. 
<Note – this implies that administration of the audit subsystem must be separable 
from administration of the rest of the system>

● P.LEAST_PRIVILEGE – The users, administrators and their agents (services and 
applications on information systems) shall, in so far as possible, perform their duties 
while having the least set of privileges necessary and sufficient to do their job or their 
specific task.  

 2.3 Environmental Assumptions

[INCOMPLETE]

Certain assumptions are made about the environment in which data center systems 
operate.  Some relate to the physical data center, and others to the personnel who work 
with the systems.

 2.3.1 Physical Environment Assumptions
[INCOMPLETE]

There are assumptions and requirements on the environment in which systems operate 
that are outside the scope of the capabilities the system can provide.  These assumptions 
may create expectations that customers or users have for such things as documentation, 
configuration management and other aspects of the system not directly tied to one 
capability or another.

● A.INSTALL – Those responsible for the system must ensure that the system is 
delivered, installed, managed and operated in a manner which maintains these security 
objectives.

● A.PHYSICAL – Those responsible for the system must ensure that those parts of the 
system critical to security policy enforcement are protected from physical attack 
which might compromise the security objectives listed above.

● A.CREDEN – Those responsible for the system must ensure that all access 
credentials, such as passwords or other authentication information, are protected by 
the users in a manner which maintains the security objectives listed above.
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 2.3.2 Personnel Assumptions
[INCOMPLETE]
● A.MANAGE – There will be one or more competent individuals assigned to manage 

the system and the security of the information it contains.
● A.NO_EVIL_ADMIN – The system administrative personnel are not careless, 

willfully negligent, nor hostile, and abide by the instructions provided by the 
administrator documentation.

● A.COOP – Authorized users possess the necessary authorization to access at least 
some of the information managed by the system and are expected to act in a 
cooperating manner in a benign environment.

 2.4 Security Objectives

[INCOMPLETE]

There are some security objectives that all of the above profiles share, simply because of 
the nature of way enterprises operate: 

● O.COMPLY - The system, in its environment, in conjunction with controls 
implemented by the hardware and software, must support full compliance with 
applicable laws, regulations, and contractual agreements. This will be accomplished 
via some technical controls, yet with a focus on non-technical controls to achieve this 
objective with high effectiveness.

● O.AUTHORIZATION – The security functions must ensure that only authorized users 
gain access to the system and to its resources.

● O.DISCRETIONARY_ACCESS – The system must control access to resources based 
on the identity of users.  The security functions must allow authorized users to specify 
which resources may be accessed by which users.

● O.AUDITING – The security functions must record the security relevant actions of 
users of the system.  The security functions must present this information to 
authorized administrators.

● O.RESIDUAL_INFORMATION – The security functions must ensure that any 
information contained in a protected resource is not released when the resource is 
recycled.

● O.MANAGE – The security functions must provide all the functions and faciliities 
necessary to support the authorized administrators that are responsible for the 
management of system security.

● O.ENFORCEMENT – The security functions must be designed and implemented in a 
manner which ensures that the organizational policies are enforced in the system's 
operational environment.
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 2.5 Environmental Assumptions

 3 Security Capabilities

The security capabilities refer to the features and capabilities required by Data Center 
Linux Servers.  Some of those capabilities may be served by dedicated (perhaps, Internal 
Infrastructure) servers, and others are capabilities that each server needs to provide.

Capabilities are categorized into areas of related functionality.

 3.1 Identification and Authentication

 3.1.1 Identity Representation of Users of the System
16-bit User Ids have proved to be too small.  A 32-bit UID or, better yet, a DCE-style 
UUID is needed to handle the large number of users who may use a system so that each 
users resources and permissions can be treated separately for the purposes of 
accountability, resource use accounting, and access control decisions.  

Support for an enterprise-wide (or even global) naming scheme to identify users, 
processes and services is needed to support multi-system resource accounting, access 
control policies, and audit accountability requirements.  A hierarchical naming scheme 
supporting multiple naming contexts (i.e., realms in Kerberos, or domains in DNS) has 
proven to be most generally useful and flexible enough to meet most customer needs.

When a local-identity UID or UUID representation is used in conjunction with an 
enterprise-wide identity scheme, a mapping service, local-to-enterprise and vice-versa, is 
needed.  To support provisioning, such a mapping service should be able, when asked for 
a local-identity representation for an enterprise identity not already mapped locally, 
dynamically create a local-identity representation and establish the appropriate mapping 
to the enterprise-identity, if asked to do so in an appropriately authorized request.  Such 
a request should be able to be audited.  Such requests should be able to be allowed or 
denied on the basis of access control (discretionary or mandatory) policy.  Such mappings 
should be resilient, and be maintained even when the enterprise-wide name changes or is 
moved to a new naming context, and persist as long a resources are owned by the local 
identity, or as long as audit record retention requires access to the mapping function for 
an identity.  Tools to detect, diagnose and repair broken mappings should be provided 
that are able to work across multiple systems in an enterprise environment, either locally 
or remotely, with appropriate administrative permissions.

 3.1.2 Authentication of the Identity of Users of the System
A range of authentication mechanisms and protocols need to be available to provide 
authenticated identification of users of the system.  Both local and distributed 
(networked) authentication mechanisms are needed.  Regardless of what identity 
representation is used (local-identity or enterprise-wide identity), reasonable care should 
be taken to verify the identity, and to avoid replay attacks, spoofing, man-in-the-middle 
attacks, etc.  

At the least, it appears there is need to support authentication mechanisms for 
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● Passwords (including One-Time-Passwords, SecureID cards, etc)
● KerberosV5 (not V4), 
● X.509v3 Certificates (ala Smart Cards), and 
● SAML Identification Assertions (ala Liberty Alliance, Shibboleth, etc.)

Biometrics support may develop as a common requirement in the near future.  Multi-
factor authentication where more than one authentication mechanism is used in 
combination may also become common.

Note that Authentication may not be associated with an explicit Login step, as when a 
user authenticates to a service using a session ticket provided by a Kerberos KDC, or 
when an SSL Mutual Authentication connection uses X.509v3 Certificate on the basis of 
access to the corresponding private key held on a PIN-access-controlled smart card.

 3.1.3 Login and Authentication Policies
There are a variety of commonly needed login and authentication policies that need to be 
able to be enforced:

● time of day restrictions
● location or network address restrictions on where access to login is coming
● maximum number of simultaneous logins
● type of authentication mechanism used based on time of day or network address 

of the user logging in
● audit requirements – whether login is allowed if audit is disabled or unavailable 

to record the login or authentication
The means by which a user is authenticated to the system, meaning the protocol used, the 
type of credentials used, the strength or confidence administratively assigned to the 
combination, etc. should be available for reference by services as attributes of the 
security context associated with authenticated identity.  For instance, a CGI script 
running on an Apache web server where MOD_SSL has created an authenticated session 
for a user, should be able to ascertain by querying attributes associated with the session 
what mechanism was used to authenticate the user, in case such information is needed in 
computing access control decisions made by the CGI script.

 3.1.4 Password Policy Enforcement
When Passwords are to be used to authenticate users, there are a range of password 
policies that need to be supported:

● Password Strength – formatting rules to be enforced on new passwords, such as 
requiring a mix of letters and numbers, some minimum number of non-letter 
characters, punctuation, etc., or minimum and maximum password lengths

● Password Change – warnings, grace periods, user self-provisioned resets, etc.
● Password Reuse – whether passwords may be reused, and if so, how frequently 

(or conversely, how many password history entries should be retained, or for how 
long)

● Dictionary Words – whether words or components of a new password may be 
used if they can be found in a dictionary or list of restricted words

● Password Protections – how passwords are stored, whether and how they're 
hashed or encrypted, whether they need to be recoverable in case they're forgotten 
(or if the user is unable / unwilling to provide them to proper authority)
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 3.1.5 Intruder Lockout
When a Login or Authentication attempt fails, it may represent either a simple error by 
the user, or a service disruption with a distributed authentication service, or a failed 
attempt to break into the account.  Such failures are, of course, audited events.  But in 
addition, enterprise customers expect there to be certain reporting and policy 
enforcement options available to handle such attacks.

● Accounts should be able to be frozen or locked out after some administratively 
set number of consecutive failures to authenticate;  

● Resetting such lockouts should be possible (with or without changing the user 
password) by some appropriate administrative action

● An operator notice or alert should be sent to a console or network monitoring 
collection point, or to some destination administratively set

● A notice to the user upon successful authentication should be given that indicates 
whether and if so how many unsuccessful authentication attempts have been 
recorded since the last successful authentication

 3.1.6 Private Key / Password / Trusted Root Certificate Store
Applications and, especially services run at boot time, frequently have need to access and 
use some stored secret in order to authenticate themselves to other local or network 
services (such as to a database, or to enable an SSL Server-Authenticated connection). 
Storing such secrets, passwords and private keys in clear text on local file systems may 
present and unacceptable risk of compromise of the integrity of a service.  One or more 
secure mechanisms are needed to provide un-mediated (ie, without operator intervention 
to type in a password) access to such application secrets, while protecting application 
secrets from being accessed by the wrong application or by users or administrators 
without proper authority.

One mechanism for accomplishing this would use a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), as 
specified by the Trusted Computing Group, as a trusted key storage service.

Another such mechanism might use a trusted loader in the operating system, perhaps in 
conjunction with a TPM, smart card, dongle, or other token, to verify the integrity and 
authenticity of applications or services, when loaded, perhaps in conjunction with their 
administratively defined configuration (including assigned identity).

Another such mechanism might simply rely on the behavior of the operating system and 
configured access controls to control access to the secrets, but store them on an encrypted 
volume or database accessible only by the operating system protecting them.

 3.2 Access Controls (Discretionary)

Access controls sufficient to meet Common Criteria Controlled Access Protection Profile 
requirements is required.

POSIX access controls governing access to files, directories, devices, shared memory 
segments and /proc kernel interfaces are required.
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Role Based Access Controls, including separation of duty constraints (static and 
dynamic) are required.  Hierarchical Roles consistent with an enterprise-wide 
hierarchical identity scheme is also highly desirable.

 3.3 Audit, Accounting and Accountability

A local audit subsystem capable of meeting the functional requirements of Common 
Criteria Controlled Access and Labeled Security Protection Profiles is required.

The audit subsystem must be able to support mandatory audit policies such that in the 
event that the audit subsystem is disabled (either administratively or due to resource 
exhaustion), that mandatory-to-audit events must NOT be allowed to proceed until they 
can be properly recorded by the audit subsystem.

The administration of the audit subsystem, including the ability to enable it or disable it, 
to install it or to remove it, to reconfigure it or to access or modify the audit records 
under its control, must be able to be separate and isolated from system administration 
permissions.  That is, it must be possible to completely separate the system administrator 
and auditor roles for the system, such that system administrator actions can be reliably 
audited.  Transmission of audit records from the server to another designated audit record 
collection service may play an important part in protecting audit records.  RBAC and 
Mandatory Access Control mechanisms may be used to protect the configuration and 
generation of audit records in applications and the operating system, itself.

 3.4 Mandatory Access Controls

Support for Security Sensitivity and Integrity Labels is necessary to provide better 
controls on the flow of information through data center servers.  In particular, a growing 
demand for consumer privacy protections and the steadily increasing occurrence of 
enterprise systems being interconnected with partners and competitors makes use of 
traditional multi-level security (MLS) policies more and more necessary.

Utilities and programs in user-space that have traditionally been used to monitor and 
manage processes on the system (like ps, top, netstat, cp, mkdir, chattr, etc.) need to 
become “label aware”, so that they support the sort of security context representations 
provided by SELinux and similar systems.

Enforcement of Mandatory Access Control policies needs to be able to be handled either 
within the Linux Security Module framework, as with SELinux, or through some lower-
layer security kernel (effectively below Linux, in the hardware abstraction layer, itself).

 3.5 Integrity Protections & Least Privilege

Isolation and protection of applications code and data from one another needs to go 
beyond the discretionary access controls available in Linux today, based on the identity 
of the user or owner of the resources.  Rather, there is great need for users and 
administrators to know specifically what the an application is supposed to do (with 
respect to files, programs and resources on the system), and to be able to require that 
applications are prevented, by the operating system, from attempting to do more.
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The guiding principle, that applications should have the permissions they need to do their 
job, and no more, is called “the principle of least privilege”.  Generally, an application 
should be able to touch nothing, to read nothing, to write nothing, to create nothing that it 
doesn't need to in order to do its job correctly.  In the past, applications have had access 
to all the permissions granted to the user that runs them.  With least privilege, 
applications REQUIRE the user to have ALL the permissions the application needs to 
run, but the operating system LIMITS the permissions available to the running 
application to ONLY those specified as necessary for it to work correctly, which is 
usually much, much less than available to the user who runs it.

An example of the silly situation in which we find ourselves today is that applications, 
like fingerd, that need to open a privileged network port on which to receive requests, 
require root permissions to open such ports.  But fingerd has no need to have root 
permissions to perform its main tasks – it doesn't need permission to create users, to 
format disks, to overwrite applications or the operating system kernel.  It's unreasonable 
to give it any of those other permissions.

 3.5.1 Application Containment
Per-application policy specification
Kernel-enforced (not application enforced) rights limitations
chroot-like scope restrictions to file system visibility
Copy-on-write sharing of files and executables
BSD-Jails

 3.5.2 Application Run-time Requirements Profiles
File/device/network port access manifest
Capabilities requirements
SELinux Type enforcement policies

 3.5.3 Integrity Violation Detection & Recovery
Tripwire – integrity violation detection
Auto-restore – from reliable backup /archive to authorized configuration 
Anti-Virus file system event handlers for on-the-fly inspections
RPM Package Signatures (move off MD5 towards SHA-2)

 3.6 Availability and Continuity of Operations

 3.6.1 Backup and Restore
Static Files: local and distributed backup and restore is needed, with terabyte capacities
Open Files: hot backups of databases and open files with transactional consistency is 
needed
Backup Contents Protection: encryption, with key recovery mechanisms
Backup Media Rotation & Archival: tape / media library management
Secret Store / Private Service/Encryption Key backup and recovery – from TPMs, too
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 3.6.2 Clusters, Fail-over & Load Balancing
Ya oughta have some.  It / they oughta be secure.

 3.6.3 Shared Storage, SAN, NAS

SAN, NAS and other shared storage must be able to be reliably partitioned so that access 
to allocated storage of one system cannot be given to another unauthorized system.

 3.7 Cryptography

 3.7.1 FIPS 140-2 
Algorithms and implementations across the board for any security-enforcing 
cryptographic functionality:

● OpenSSL and all it's uses

● GNU/TLS (md5sum RPM integrity checks)

● Kernel Cryptographic services, for IPSEC and Ipv6

● JAVA cryptographic support for J2EE, Tomcat, etc.

 3.7.2 Smart Card / Trusted Platform Module (TPM) Support 
Device drivers and cryptographic provider interfaces to popular cryptographic API 
libraries (OpenSSL, GNU/TLS, Kernel Cryptographic Services, JAVA JCE) should be 
developed and provided, for use with popular cryptographic accelerators, smart card 
readers, and TPMs.  Support for these hardware cryptographic devices should include 
keystorage and management, signing and verification, encryption and decryption, 
random number generation, etc.

 3.7.3 PKI Services
SAML and its variations (Liberty, Shibboleth), as well as Smart Cards (X.509v3) need 
more and better PKI support:

● Full-featured, open source Certificate Authority, including
○ Registration Authority
○ CRL and CRLDP generation and advertisement
○ OCSP certificate chain validation services

● General purpose, server oriented certificate provisioning solution
○ Key pair generation at installation
○ Certificate signing request to CA or its RA
○ Signed Signature and Trusted Root Cache storage
○ Private Key management (see above)

● Scaling sufficient to support devices (cell phones, embedded appliances, truck 
and automobile fleets, etc)
○ Millions of certificates per year issued and reissued

 3.8 Trusted Services

Reliable, trusted infrastructure services, resistant to Distributed Denial of Service attacks, 
man-in-the-middle attacks, cache-poisoning attacks, broadcast storms, etc.
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● Time

● DNS & LDAP

● SLP, DHCP

● RADIUS, KerberosV5, OCSP, SAML

● SOAP, IIOP, DCERPC, RPC

● IPSEC, IKE

● IPP, WebDAV, File (CIFS, NFSv3-4, NCP, AFS, FTP)

● POP3, IMAP, iCAL

 3.9 Documentation

 3.9.1 Installation, Configuration, Administration

 3.9.2 Security Considerations
Usage scenarios, threat analysis, risk/reward trade offs.

 3.9.3 Design Documentation
Architecture Overview (needed for CAPP/EAL3)
Functional Specifications (needed for CAPP/EAL3)
High Level Design (needed for CAPP/EAL3)
Low Level Design (needed for CAPP/EAL4)
Correspondence Mappings to Functional Specifications (needed for CAPP/EAL3&4)

 3.10 Installation & Delivery

Signed RPMs and ISOs, not just checksums

Automated patch delivery and installation

Site / Server / Software Configuration Management Inventory & Version Control 

 4 Security Road map
This section attempts to capture promising technology directions in security. The items 
listed here are not current requirements, but are considered to be desirable future 
features.

<To be decided later>
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